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12/16/13

HIGH OBAMACARE COSTS CREATING NEW MIDDLE CLASS OF UNINSURED

LOURDES MELUZA/ WASHINGTON, DC

PKG 2:04

A new subset of uninsured people is finding it doesn't fit into any of the affordable healthcare plans offered 
through the Affordable Care Act.  Many middle-class Americans are falling through the cracks after being 
dumped into the Obamacare marketplace. They can't get a subsidy because they earn too much, and they can't 
find an insurance plan they can reasonably afford, forcing some to make a tough decision: to go without health 
insurance. Most harmed are those who could previously afford to buy their own private plans, but are now being 
hit with higher premiums along with steep increases for deductibles in the healthcare exchanges - costs that far 
exceed their household budgets.  So, Obamacare is likely to create a new middle class of uninsured people - 
mostly young and healthy - who, by opting out, will upend the enrollment balance the Affordable Care Act 
needs to be successful, healthcare experts say.

ANTI-BACTERIAL SOAP

VO: 13

Makers of Antibacterial soaps and body washes may soon be required to prove their products are not only safe 
for daily long term use but also more effective than plain soap and water when it comes to preventing illness 
and the spread of infection.  That's according to a new rule proposed monday by the food and drug 
administration.  If manufacturers can't prove safety and effectiveness --They'd have to reformulate the products 
or change their label for them to stay on store shelves.  Antibacterial hand soaps and body washes are used 
widely and frequently by consumers. And some data show there may be long-term health risks from exposure-- 
including bacterial resistance or hormonal effects.  Hand sanitizers, wipes and antibacterial products used in 
health care settings are not affected by the proposed rule.

======================================================

12/17/13

LEAD IN PAINT? 

JAIME GARCIA / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

PKG: 2:02

Paint companies have been ordered to pay $1.1 billion to 10 California cities and counties so lead can be safely 
removed from millions of older homes.  Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge James Kleinberg found that 
Conagra Grocery Products Co., NL Industries Inc. and the Sherwin-Williams Co. marketed paint they knew was 
harmful to children. Atlantic Richfield Co. and DuPont Co. were found not liable.  The industry has faced similar 
lawsuits across the country but has won most of them. Kleinberg's verdict came after a five-week trial without a 
jury. The companies have 15 days to object to the tentative ruling, which the judge can alter. "There is a clear 
and present danger that needs to be addressed," Kleinberg wrote in his 110-page decision. "The defendants 
sold lead paint with actual and constructive knowledge that it was harmful."  Lead-based paints were barred 
from the U.S. market in 1978, but millions of homes painted before then still pose a health risk. 

======================================================

12/18/13

NSA NEW RECOMMENDATION

VO :24
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An outside panel appointed by the White House to review the eavesdropping National Security Agency's 
operations recommended on Wednesday new criteria that should be met before the United States engages in 
surveillance of foreign leaders.  Before spying on such leaders, U.S. officials should determine if there are other 

ways to obtain the necessary information and weigh the negative effects if the surveillance becomes public, 
panel members wrote in one of 46 recommendations.  The panel, whose members met with U.S. President 
Barack Obama on Wednesday at the White House, also called for limits on a U.S. government program that 
collects ``metadata'' - or basic call information - on billions of telephone calls.

======================================================

12/19/13

ACLA LAWSUIT 

JAIME GARCIA/ LOS ANGELES

PKG 2:02

A lawsuit that alleges excessive search procedures by U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers has civil- 
and immigration-rights activists demanding answers and changes.The questions at the heart of the issue are 
what rights do people have at ports of entry, what powers do agents have and when and where do parts of the 
Fourth Amendment, which protects people from unlaw searches and seizures, stop applying.U.S. Rep. Beto 
O'Rourke, D-El Paso, has asked for an investigation into the latest incident in which a New Mexico woman 
claims in a lawsuit that she was forced to have a cavity search, which included anal and vaginal probes.The 
lawsuit contends that the 54-year old woman underwent a brutal and inhumane six-hour full-body cavity search 
by federal officers on Dec. 8, 2012. The suit was filed Wednesday in U.S. District Court and names the El Paso 
County Hospital District's Board of Managers, University Medical Center, Drs. Michael Parsa and Christopher 
Cabanillas, two unknown supervising U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers and two other CBP officers 
only identified by their last names of Portillo and Herrera as defendants.

TARGET CUSTOMERS ACCOUNTS  HACKED 

BLACA ROSA VILCHEZ/ NEW YORK 

PKG 1:47

On Thursday, Target (TGT) announced that 40 million credit and debit card accounts had been compromised 
by a security breach -- but it took less than 24 hours for fraudsters to try to profit from the confusion. With 
scams coming from all directions, whom can we trust? Many consumers received an email that seemed to be 
from Target -- in fact the text was identical to the message the retailer posted on its site -- but upon closer 
inspection it appears to be a phishing scam designed to fleece more consumers of their personal information. 
The hackers sent an email that mimicked Target's warning to customers about the credit-card breach letting 
them know what they could do to request a security freeze on their accounts. But while the real Target 

message contained legitimate links to the credit bureaus' websites, as well as to the FTC, the links in the scam 
email, while they look legitimate on the surface, were not. It's a trend, experts say, that's become 
commonplace: a major event garners the public's attention, and the scammers swoop in to trick the public. 

DEPORTATIONS WILL LIKELY DROP FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A DECADE THIS YEAR 

LOURDES DEL RIO / MIAMI, FLORIDA

PKG: 2:16

After rising to record levels under the Barack Obama administration,The decreasing figure, which Bloomberg 
says is on track to fall by more than 10 percent to a six-year low, resulted from shifting deportation policies 
adopted by Obama in the face of pressure from activists and Latino leaders frustrated with congressional 
inaction on immigration reform. The figure marks a turnaround for the president that holds the record for 

deportations, with nearly 2 million people removed from the country since taking office -- more than double the 
figure for his predecessor, George W. Bush. During the 2012 presidential campaign, Obama directed 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement to defer deportation for most undocumented immigrants brought here 
illegally as children for a renewable, two-year period. The change followed a memo issued by ICE Director 
John Morton  encouraging immigration authorities to use prosecutorial discretion to focus on deporting serious 
criminals and repeat offenders. But deportations remain high by a historical standard. Bloomberg cited a figure 
of 343,020 from Oct. 1, 2012 to Sept. 7, 2013, with three weeks of the fiscal year yet to be tallied. That puts 
2013's number on par with the 2008 figure of  the last year of the Bush administration. The incomplete tally of 
deportations after five years under Obama stands at 1,932,471, about 80,000 short of the number of people 
deported during the eight years of Bush's presidency Obama has been a vocal supporter of the Dream Act and 
comprehensive immigration reform with a path to citizenship, but those efforts stalled in Congress amid 
opposition from House Republicans. The president's deportation record has undermined his image among 
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immigration activists and many Latino community leaders, who have adopted increasingly brazen tactics to call 
attention to the administration's enforcement policies. Some activists have impeded ICE buses while others 
have staged protests in which people who lived part of their lives as undocumented immigrants crossed into the 
United States through legal ports of entry. Even politically active actress Eva Longoria, a prominent campaigner 
for Obama.

======================================================

12/20/13

CALIFORNIA HIGH SCHOOL TO BE TESTED FOR TUBERCULOSIS

JUAN CARLOS GOZALEZ /INDIO, CALIFORNIA

PKG 2:02

All 1,800 students and staff at a southern California high school will be screened for tuberculosis Friday after 45 
students tested positive for possible exposure, authorities The Riverside County Department of Public Health 
and state officials have determined there is a possibility of exposure to other Indio High School students, 
though "the risk of transmission appears to be moderately low," according to a letter to parents on the school's 
websiteOfficials said there is one active case of tuberculosis and they do not fear an outbreak.The entire school 
is being tested out of an abundance of caution," Riverside County Public Health Officer Dr. Cameron Kaiser
Students will have to return to school in Indio, California, on Monday to have the test results evaluated, the 
letter says. Without verification of a current TB testing and results, students won't be allowed to return to school 
after the holiday break, on January 6, the school said.County health officials expanded the testing to the entire 
school "after results of an initial screening were higher than expected," spokesman Jose Arballo Jr. said in 
astatement.Officials tested 131 students on Monday, and 45 of them tested positive to possible exposure to the 
illness, Someone who is exposed does not necessarily have active tuberculosis, a condition that must be 
confirmed with more tests," Arballo said. "On Thursday, follow up X-rays identified five students who require 
further examination.Tuberculosis is an infection caused by a bacterium called Mycobacterium tuberculosis that 
mainly affects the lungs. It can also infect other parts of the body including the kidneys, spine and brain. TB 
spreads through the air when a person with an active TB infection coughs, sneezes, speaks or sings. Germs 
can stay in the air for hours. It cannot be spread through handshakes, sharing food or drink, or 
kissing.According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately one-third of the world's 6 
billion people are infected with TB. Treatment of TB requires antibiotics for at least six to nine months, the Mayo 
Clinic says on its website.

======================================================

12/21/13

MANY TO LOSE UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS

ENNY PICHARDO / NEW YORK

PKG: 2:09 

On Dec. 28, roughly 1.3 million out-of-work Americans will lose their unemployment insurance. That's because 
Congress declined to renew an emergency aid program for the jobless that's set to expire that day. This could 
still change: Senate Democrats have said they'll come back in early January and try to renew the Emergency 
Unemployment Compensation program for another year, which would cost roughly $25.2 billion. But if that 
effort fails, the nation's safety net for the unemployed will shrink significantly in 2014.

CHRISTMAS DEPRESSION 

GALO ARELLANO / MIAMI, FLORIDA

PKG: 2:11

The stress of the holidays triggers sadness and depression for many people. This time of year is especially 
difficult because there's an expectation of feeling merry and generous. People compare their emotions to what 
they assume others are experiencing or what they're supposed to feel. Then they think that they alone fall short. 
They judge themselves and feel like an outsider. There're a host of things that add to stress and difficult 
emotions during the holidays.

======================================================

12/22/13
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OBAMACARE SIGNUP DEADLINE EXTENDED TO CHRISTMAS EVE 

VO, 18 SEC

As Americans scrambled to beat a deadline to sign up for insurance under President Barack Obama's new 

healthcare law, the White House gave consumers shopping on the program's website an extra day, until Dec. 
24, to pick plans for coverage that starts Jan. 1.The last-minute move by the Obama administration to 
accommodate high demand came on a day when officials reported record traffic on HealthCare.gov, the 
enrollment website that struggled with glitches after its launch in October. medical coverage health insurance 
insurance coverage healthcare program was the latest in a series of deadline extensions or other changes the 
administration has imposed on the healthcare program as it has wrestled with the fallout from various technical 
and political missteps.Officials said the website received 1.2 million visits over the weekend and another 
850,000 by 2 p.m. EST (1900 GMT) on Monday. They said a call center took 200,000 calls from those seeking 
insurance under the Affordable Care Act, known as Obamacare. Going into the weekend, Obama had said that 
about 1 million people had enrolled for new insurance plans under the law through HealthCare.gov - which 
serves 36 states - and 14 state-run marketplaces.The hustle to sign up by the deadline for Jan. 1 coverage - 

which already had been extended once - seemed to be a positive sign for the Obama administration as it tries 
to patch up a botched rollout of the president's top domestic policy achievement, a law that requires Americans 
to get health insurance or face fines.Obama was embarrassed that HealthCare.gov did not work for most 
people shopping for insurance for its first two months. He also wound up apologizing for promising that 
everyone who liked their existing insurance could keep it under Obamacare.

======================================================

12/23/13

LAST DAY OF OBAMACARE SIGNUP 

VIVIANA AVILA/ WASHINGTON DC

PKG 237

As Americans scrambled to beat a deadline to sign up for insurance under President Barack Obama's new 
healthcare law, the White House gave consumers shopping on the program's website an extra day, until Dec. 
24, to pick plans for coverage that starts Jan. 1.The last-minute move by the Obama administration to 
accommodate high demand came on a day when officials reported record traffic on HealthCare.gov, the 
enrollment website that struggled with glitches after its launch in October. medical coverage health insurance 
insurance coverage healthcare program was the latest in a series of deadline extensions or other changes the 
administration has imposed on the healthcare program as it has wrestled with the fallout from various technical 
and political missteps.Officials said the website received 1.2 million visits over the weekend and another 
850,000 by 2 p.m. EST (1900 GMT) on Monday. They said a call center took 200,000 calls from those seeking 
insurance under the Affordable Care Act, known as Obamacare. Going into the weekend, Obama had said that 

about 1 million people had enrolled for new insurance plans under the law through HealthCare.gov - which 
serves 36 states - and 14 state-run marketplaces.The hustle to sign up by the deadline for Jan. 1 coverage - 
which already had been extended once - seemed to be a positive sign for the Obama administration as it tries 
to patch up a botched rollout of the president's top domestic policy achievement, a law that requires Americans 
to get health insurance or face fines.Obama was embarrassed that HealthCare.gov did not work for most 
people shopping for insurance for its first two months. He also wound up apologizing for promising that 
everyone who liked their existing insurance could keep it under Obamacare.

======================================================

12/24/13

OBAMACARE LAST DAY

VO, 21 SEC 

With background checks over Thanksgiving weekend at record-breaking levels and Christmas gun sales 
underway, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) predicts background checks for 2013 will hit 
one million. That is over 200,000 more background checks than were done in 2012 and nearly 400,000 more 
than were done in 2011. there were nearly 13,500 background checks conducted the Friday and Saturday after 
Thanksgiving." This is up from the 13,200 that were conducted on the same two days in 2012.For December 
alone there were already 40,000 background checks by the 15th. It is important to note that background checks 
are done per purchaser, not per firearms sold. This means one million background checks does not mean only 
one million guns; it could mean three million guns or more as each purchaser may buy multiple firearms. There 
are nearly 1.2 million concealed carry license holders in Florida.
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======================================================

12/25/13

UNEMPLOYMENT ENDS 

JUAN CARLOS GOZALEZ /LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

PKG 2:02

The expiration of benefits for 1.3 million jobless Americans this weekend will exacerbate the worst period of 
chronic unemployment in post-war history, the chairman of the White House council of economic advisers 
warns.The expiring programme, which provides emergency help for the long-term unemployed, was introduced 
after the banking crash in 2008 to cushion the impact of the recession but is due to end on Saturday. Congress 
had an opportunity to continue it, but failed to agree on an extension before breaking for Christmas.Although 
recent improvements in the economy have boosted overall job growth, economists are concerned that long-
term unemployment rates remain higher than at any time between 1948 and the recent financial 
crisis.Republican critics claim that ending the programme will force recipients to find work, but new research  
suggests it will have the opposite effect, and will encourage them to drop out of the labour market entirely, 
according to Jason Furman, chairman council of economic advisers.Similar studies by the congressional 
budget office and JP Morgan have suggested that ending the programme will knock between 0.2 and 0.4 
percentage points off the US economy's growth rate and that the country will lose out on 240,000 jobs due to 
lower demand in 2014.Democrats are planning a fresh push this week to highlight the issue. On a media 
conference call, House minority leader Nancy Pelosi argued for the extension of the benefits. "Unemployment 
insurance is part of the safety net of our country; not just for individuals but for the economy," said Pelosi in the 
call on Monday. "It is one of the biggest stimuli for the economy. But Pelosi's fellow Democrat, Senate majority 
leader Harry Reid, conceded more than a week ago that it was too late for Congress to act on the extension this 
year after it was left out of a hard-fought budget compromise between the parties.Did you end up with a gift 
that's not exactly a perfect fit? Mind those return policies!

HOLIDAYS RETURNS

VO, 17 SEC 

It's not over at the malls just yet! After the holiday shopping rush, comes the holiday return dash.Not every gift 
is a perfect fit, and stores understand that. Still, many retailers have adopted stiffer return policies that 
consumers encounter only once a year.Return fraud can be costly for stores - to the tune of almost $9 billion, 
according to the National Retail Federation.Of that total, stores will lose an estimated $3.39 billion just during 
the holiday season.It has become even more crucial for consumers to read the fine print on a gift receipt before 
heading tot he store.Consumer Reports suggests looking for the length of the return window, and whether 
holiday gifts get an extension.Certain items can carry a restocking fee - which is common for electronics.Also - 
some things like video games and movies can't be returned once opened.Kiplinger's Personal Finance also 
reminds returning shoppers to bring their state-issued ID to the store. A retailer may ask for it - especially if you 
don't have the receipt. It's just one step stores are taking to identify repeat return offenders

OBAMACARE DEADLINE HELP

VO: 20SEC

People who can't finish the online signup for Obamacare health insurance by midnight Tuesday because of 
problems with HealthCare.gov and a surge of last-minute shoppers can seek extra time to finalize their 
application and still get covered by Jan. 1, the Obama administration said Tuesday afternoon.It's the latest in a 
series of extensions granted by the administration, which is making a final push to enroll people in coverage 
taking effect next week.Officials have repeatedly delayed deadlines and announced extra accommodations to 
maximize enrollment, but the moves also risk increased confusion among consumers. They also expose the 
administration to further criticism from Obamacare opponents, who say all the last minute changes are 
indications of the law's failure.Officials stressed that the extra time is only for people who had started enrollment 
before the Dec. 24 deadline and ran into obstacles. Anyone who applies after the Dec. 24 deadline would be 
eligible for coverage starting in February, not January. Open enrollment runs through March.Federal health 
officials have informed insurers that exceptions and assistance will be given to people who "legitimately tried to 
apply" on the website and couldn't finish by the Dec. 24 deadline, an insurance source said. Tuesday's 
announcement isn't meant to be a blanket extension of a deadline that's already been pushed back twice, 
Insurers, though, are still trying to grasp the administration's latest deadline maneuver. They expect to get fuller 
details about the precise breadth of the policy in a call with officials on Thursday.The federal call center will be 
closed on Christmas, as planned, and then reopen Thursday. For those requiring more time to complete 
enrollment for Jan. 1, the feds have developed "a robust casework process to address individual inquiries, 
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respond to specific situations, and help consumers transition to new coverage," Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services Communications Director Julie Bataille wrote in an agency update.Millions of people have 
gone this week to the state and federal health exchange websites and still confronted some problems getting 

through on the sites - especially HealthCare.gov - and long waits for help from the federal call center. The 
federal portal hasn't crashed, but it's not known how many people have encountered difficulty as they tried to 
find out if they get a subsidy, choose from multiple health plan choices, and finish enrollment.

======================================================

12/26/13

THOUSANDS WITHOUT ELECTRICITY STILL

VO: 30 SEC

Travelers looking to head home Thursday should avoid any storms. Most of the nation will remain fairly quiet. 

There will be some snow across the Great Lakes and Northeast in the next day or so. Additional snowfall totals 
likely will be just a few inches. Some utilities reported that the last outages might not be fixed until the weekend, 
and power crews and customers alike are expected to face below-freezing temperatures until then. About 
108,000 customers were without electricity Wednesday evening in parts of lower Michigan, according to 
Consumers Energy. Another 18,000 were without electricity in southeastern Michigan, Detroit-area utility DTE 
Energy said Wednesday afternoon. That's down from 470,000 customers earlier in the week for the two 
Michigan utilities.

CHRISTMAS GIFT DELIVERIES DELAYED 

DANAY RIVERO / MIAMI , FLORIDA

PKG 2:20

Two of the nation's biggest package shippers hit the road Thursday, scrambling to deliver boxes to angry 

customers who didn't receive the gifts they ordered in time for Christmas. UPS and FedEx, under fire for failing 
to deliver Santa's packages in time for the holiday, blamed the delays on weeks of bad weather and higher 
demand from soaring online sales. UPS didn't make pickups or deliveries on Christmas Day, but it brought in 
extra workers on Christmas night to the company's hub in Louisville, Ky., to sort packages for Thursday and 
Friday deliveries, a spokesperson for the company told The Associated Press. Some FedEx customers were 
able to pick up packages at local FedEx Express centers on Christmas Day.

======================================================

12/27/13

LICENSES IN MARYLAND FOR UNDOCUMENTED PEOPLE

VIVIANA AVILA / TACOMA PARK, MARYLAND

PKG: 2:00

Maryland became the latest state to try and better integrate its own undocumented immigrant community by 
issuing them drivers licenses. Thanks to a bill passed earlier this year, state DMVs will now offer temporary 
licenses to residents regardless of immigration status. Proponents backed the move as a public safety 
measure, ensuring that more immigrants receive proper certification before driving and that they purchase auto 
insurance. The IDs will be specially marked to indicate they can be used only in limited circumstances as 
identification, but they will look identical to licenses used by legal immigrants. 

======================================================

12/28/13

NOTHING TO REPORT 

======================================================

12/29/13

NEW IMMIGRANT PROTECTIONS LAWS CALIFORNIA 2014

GALO ARELLANO/ MIAMI,FLORIDA 

PKG 2:02
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Retaliatory Threats to Report Immigration Status: New law permits the suspension or revocation of an 
employer's business license for threatening to report or reporting an employee's suspected or actual citizenship 
or immigration status, or the suspected or actual citizenship or immigration status of a family member, to a 
federal, state or local agency because the employee, former employee or prospective employee exercised their 
rights under the Labor Code, Government Code, or Civil Code. The law provides a civil penalty up to $10,000 
per violation and contains no requirement that the employee exhaust administrative remedies prior to bringing a 
civil action under a provision of the Code unless the Code explicitly requires exhaustion. Individuals may also 
be criminally liable for extortion for such reports or threatened reports.As many of these changes impact the 
language in employee handbooks and other policies, employers should begin the process now of coming into 
compliance. We welcome you to consult EBG for further information on any of the above laws and their impact 
on your business.

=====================================================================

12/30/13

PANEL RECOMMENDS SCREENING FOR MILLIONS AT RISK OF LUNG CANCER

VO :19

An independent panel is recommending that current and former smokers from 55 to 80 at high risk of lung 
cancer get additional screening. The screening would be done with low-dose computed tomography, commonly 
known as CT scans - and the panel's recommendation could require new insurance plans to cover them under 
the Affordable Care Act.

HOW MANY CALORIES DOES IT HAVE? 

LOURDES MELUZA/  WASHINGTON D.C.

PKG: 1:56

Acording to an fda estimate 25.8 million dollars could soon be spent to ncourage americans to make healtheir 
choices. to help curb obesity-related costs, owners of an estimated 5.4 million snack and soda machines will 
now be required to post calorie counts on all their products.

=====================================================================

12/31/13

IMPORTANT DATES FOR OBAMACARE

LOURDES MELUZA/ WASHINGTON, D.C

PKG 2:03

Catholic organizations made a last-minute effort Tuesday to get the Supreme Court to block portions of 
President Barack Obama's health care law that will force them to provide health insurance for students and 
employees that includes birth control. Several organizations, including the Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Washington, the Catholic Diocese of Nashville, Catholic University and the Michigan Catholic Conference, 
asked justices to block the law until their arguments are heard. Parts of the Affordable Care Act, also known as 
Obamacare, go into effect on Wednesday. The law requires employers to provide insurance that covers a 
range of preventive care, free of charge, including contraception. The Catholic Church prohibits the use of 
contraceptives. On that day, "a regulatory mandate will expose numerous Catholic organizations 

NEW LAWS GOING INTO EFFECT IN 2014

DANAY RIVERO/ MIAMI, FLORIDA

PKG 1:57

Out with the old and in with the new. New laws that is. Yup, legislatures have some big changes in store for 
2013. Some of them pretty standard. 14 states will see increases of minimum wage. California is enforcing 
stricter punishment for thoes pesky paparazzi. While Colorado and Washington will host marajuana retailers for 
the nations first legal recreational pot industry. Which brings us to a few of the new laws hitting the books that 
may have you thinking just what were thoes legislators smoking. Hate it when you are out in Wisconsin drinking 
and you can't catch a cab? The Badger state will legalize pedal pubs. Multi-person biclyces with a bar mounted 
on top that ferries riders to and from bars. Everyone pedals, the driver stears and you enjoy one more beer for 
the road. Think the only lemon law applies to used cars?  lemon screeching to a stop Nope. Illinois will states 
where you can also return your pet - and get reimbursed for any vet costs - if illness was not disclosed by seller. 
The land of lincoln-also banning tanning for anyone 17 and under. 
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======================END OF THE REPORT=====================

Daniella Aray  |  Associate Producer/Producer  |  Univision Network  |  8551 NW 30th Terrace, Miami, FL 33122
Direct: (305) 714-7947  |  Mobile: (305) 607-3991  |  daray@univision.net  |  http://www.univision.net
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